FIRST MEETING OF SAFE SCHOOL LEADERS
30-31 October 2014, Intercontinental Hotel, Istanbul, Turkey
Summary of discussions
Final Report

The first meeting of Safe School Leaders was hosted by the Government of Turkey and AFAD
and jointly organized with the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR).
The meeting welcomed approximately 70 representatives from Ministries of Education and
of Disaster Management from fifteen (15) governments and the Global Alliance for Disaster
Risk Reduction and Resilience in the Education Sector, represented on that occasion by
UNESCO, UNICEF, Save the Children and the World Bank (see details in the attached list of
participants, Annex 1).
The first day benefited from the presence of the Governor of Istanbul and provided an
opportunity for a very active and rich exchange of sound experiences and good practices on
school safety. The discussions highlighted the diversity of approaches and methodologies
used for safe school implementation at the national level, depending on the political
structure, national priorities, the technical expertise and financial capacity of the countries.
Federal systems acknowledged for instance the difficulty to promote a coordinated
approach to school safety at the national level.
Governments present endorsed the Worldwide Initiative for Safe School (see Annex 2) as a
valuable global framework that sets a good vision to guide an effective implementation of
school safety at the national level. Governments also validated the three-pillar approach
proposed by the Initiative and welcomed the on-going and future cooperation with technical
partners on selected pillars as required. Two countries in particular (i.e. Indonesia and
Turkey) presented action and progress in all of the three pillars, while others developed a
specific expertise in one or two of the three pillars. A few examples included the
involvement of communities in building school facilities to increase the ownership of safe
school work in Indonesia, child clubs mobilization in Nepal, Skills for Life promotion in Brazil
or Reaching All Children for Education in Lebanon.
Some key challenges were identified to safe school implementation at the national level. For
a majority of Governments present, addressing the growing flow of refugee children and
students from neighboring conflict-stricken areas, accommodating them all and providing
them with the relevant education is a challenge they face on a daily basis and a serious
threat to school and educational infrastructures resilience. Mobilizing political support to
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raise resources for safe schools and education work was also highlighted as a serious
challenge. Though school safety work benefits from a strong legal basis in selected
countries, ensuring a sustainable allocation of budget for safe school and education work
remains a real challenge for a majority of governments. The need for evidence and data to
convince political decision makers was highlighted in this regard. In many parts of the world
schools are still located in disaster-prone areas and are still used as emergency shelters
hence delaying schools renovation processes and, importantly, education. Ensuring the
quality control of private schools was also seen as a major concern and priority as part of the
2015 framework for disaster risk reduction. In still too many countries, safe school is still a
choice and is not mandatory. The lack of building codes enforcement and the limitation of
budget allocations to school safety due to competing demands or sudden emergency crises
were also strongly felt by all participants as a major obstacle in advancing the school safety
agenda. The development of a school safety index was recommended to facilitate schools
rating.
Some lessons learned and recommendations were proposed to scale up the Worldwide
Initiative for Safe Schools. In particular, a call was made to develop a roadmap for the
Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools to which Governments should commit. Good data and
evidence is required to convince decision-makers to make safe school a priority as part of
their national education plan and to allocate related budget for its implementation. This is
also essential to build the social demand for safe schools and bring the private sector on
board. Risk assessment and school mapping appeared as common areas of actions taken by
all Governments and an area of growing involvement by children and students themselves.
Governments were invited to exchange their school assessment methodologies and to take
part in assessment processes. Capacity building and training development were confirmed
as crucial elements that should be more systematically promoted to raise competent
experts. Safe school implementation was acknowledged by countries as an expensive
undertaking which should however not be seen as a cost but as a long term and resilient
investment in reducing children and communities' vulnerabilities to disasters. It was
recommended that a specific portion of the national development or education plan budget
should be allocated to actions on safe school (in particular for retrofitting). The Worldwide
Initiative for Safe Schools should target all countries and not just high risk developing
countries with low capacity. It is urgent to make safe schools a priority and stop being
compromised by other priorities.
The second day benefited from the presence of Dr. Fuat Oktay, President of AFAD and Mr.
Vasip Sahin, Governor of Istanbul. School safety was confirmed as a priority for Turkey and
Istanbul. As part of the “39 Schools and 39 Provinces” project, a major urban transformation
process and renewal of the building stock was undertaken throughout the province with the
retrofitting of 989 key infrastructures (schools, hospitals) and the rehabilitation of a total of
approximately 1162 public services buildings and bridges over the Bosphore. The training of
teachers and students and the integration of disaster risk reduction in school curriculum in
cooperation with AFAD were processed in school safety priorities.
The Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Disaster Risk Reduction
congratulated Turkey for this outstanding effort and reminded that ensuring the resilience
of vital infrastructures such as schools, hospitals and key public services is a critical
investment for long-term economic growth and sustainability. This allows for business and
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Governments to continue functioning and delivering basic social services at times of
emergencies. As cities grow, the density of population puts a lot of pressure on their
sustainability and requires a rather long-term and costly urban transformation process with
a complex rehabilitation and modernization of cities. The group sent a strong message over
the two-day meeting to pursue efforts in this area and to mobilize other governments to join
hands. This is a major commitment that “Safe School Leaders” are taking out of the Istanbul
discussions.
The meeting was positively welcomed by most countries as a first and unique opportunity
provided to Ministries of Education from different countries to exchange and discuss school
safety among themselves as well as with technical / disaster risk reduction experts from
their respective governments and from the Global Alliance for Disaster Risk Reduction and
Resilience in the Education Sector. These exchanges of experiences allowed countries like
Lebanon, Nepal, Costa Rica or Italy to recognize that they had been working so far only on
one or two pillars of school safety and to commit to focus on a more holistic approach to
safe schools (around the three pillars), to ensure comprehensive school safety work
implementation by 2015 and beyond.
Governments confirmed their commitment to the Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools
and their plans on safe school implementation and over the coming years or decade. They
also reaffirmed their role as Safe School Leaders in promoting the initiative’s
implementation at the national level and in motivating new Governments to join the
initiative.
Some examples of integration of school safety as part of public policies and of securing a
budget and political commitment for this subject were shared. All Governments confirmed
that school safety should not be just a national priority but an obligation for all Governments.
Governments announced the following plans and voluntary commitments to safe school
implementation:
• Indonesia has placed school safety as a national priority and is finalizing their
blueprint for safe schools 2015-2020 as a major tool to guide safe school
implementation at the national level .
• Indonesia and Nepal will continue campaigning, advocating and fostering training for
safe school implementation.
• Nepal will further promote a multi-sectoral approach to safe school implementation
at the national level and the use of locally available and low cost materials for the
building of disaster-resilient schools. Nutrition represents a major component of safe
schools in Nepal.
• The Government of I.R. Iran has enacted 4 billion US$ between 2006 and 2014 in the
renovation and retrofitting of schools, leading to resilient school infrastructure and
an increase of students’ life safety from 33% in 2006 up to 67% in 2014. Such
experience in mobilizing relevant budget for domestic safe school implementation
can serve as role model for neighboring countries.
• Nigeria shared a successful case of public-private partnership for safe schools. By
prioritizing school safety at the national level, Nigeria benefited from US$10 million
from the Government as seed money to support particularly the integration of
disaster risk reduction into school curriculum, to which US$10 million more were
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received from the private sector, 1 million more from the African Development Bank
and more from other countries (UK, Germany and Norway) amounting to a total of
US$27 million.
Brazil proposed some innovative approaches to make safe school implementation
sustainable and interactive by promoting the concept of sister cities and school cities
exchanges and cooperation models through the Resilient Cities Campaign. Brazil is
also reaching out to children through high-technology tools (i-phone applications)
that children use on a daily basis, thereby building the social demand by children
themselves to learn in safe school environments. Croatia highlighted the focus they
will continue placing on life-skills and risk perceptions to effectively address the
unpredictability of people’s behaviours at times of disasters.
Tunisia recommended to strengthen risk assessment methodologies and to better
involve civil society in reducing urban risks and making resilient cities and schools.
Algeria indicated that Maghreb countries share common threats and called for a
closer sub-regional “Mediterranean” cooperation in sharing experiences and
supporting each other in implementing school safety. Algeria also highlighted the
need to promote a universal culture of risk and resilience with effective and
systematic exchanges of information and methodologies on school safety for
national replication, and recommended the development of a geographic
information system on training programmes.

Governments also committed to the development of a “Roadmap for the Worldwide
Initiative for Safe Schools - From Istanbul to Sendai and beyond” (see Annex 3) to be
presented at the Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (14-18 March
2015, Sendai, Japan). Governments’ commitments are structured around three key layers
namely a) implementing school safety at the domestic level , b) motivating other
Governments to join the Worldwide Initiative and become Safe School Leaders and c)
providing technical expertise to neighbouring countries for safe school implementation.
Elements of the road map collectively identified include a set of principles, selected global
objectives and goals, standard indicators and national targets as well as a continuous sharing
of good practices and cohesive support from development partners. Governments agreed
to develop the roadmap on the basis of short-term plan (up to Sendai) and a longer-term
plan (beyond 2015). A first meeting on indicators was proposed by the Global Alliance for
Disaster Risk Reduction and Resilience in the Education sector to which interested
Governments were invited to join.
It was reminded that the high-level event planned in Sendai to launch the Worldwide
Initiative for Safe Schools and announce Safe School Leaders’ commitments is just the start
of a broader and longer-term process and global collective action that will aim at mobilizing
interested Governments’ support in implementing the Worldwide Initiative to build a safer
world and safe knowledge haven for all children of the world. The initial timeframe of 2030
was felt too ambitious and will be discussed again – or “re-negotiated” - at the next Safe
School Leaders meeting.
Summary of firm commitments from the meeting:
• Governments confirmed their commitment to the Worldwide Initiative for Safe
Schools and their plans on safe school implementation and over the coming years or
decade.
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Governments also reaffirmed their role as Safe School Leaders in promoting the
initiative’s implementation at the national level and in motivating new Governments
to join the initiative.
Turkey committed to support selected neighboring countries in South Eastern
Europe, caucasia, central asia and middle east and africa with technical expertise in
the area of school safety. Kyrgyzstan expressed interest to benefit from Turkey’s
experience and expertise in safe school implementation.
Turkey committed that by 2018 all school buildings in Istanbul will be made safe
The Government of I.R Iran offered good practice in mobilizing budgetary allocations
in safe school implementation at the national level.
The Government of I.R Iran and Brazil offered to host future meetings of Safe
Schools Leaders:
 The second meeting of Safe School Leaders is planned in 2015 in Iran.
 Brazil offered to host the third meeting after the Third UN World Conference
on Disaster Risk Reduction, exact dates to be confirmed.
Governments committed to the development of a “Roadmap for the Worldwide
Initiative for Safe Schools - From Istanbul to Sendai and beyond” to be presented at
the Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (14-18 March 2015,
Sendai, Japan).
The UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) committed to involve the UN
Private Sector Group in implementing the Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools, once
felt appropriate and timely by the safe School Leaders.
UNISDR will also request Parliamentarians to take the Initiative forward through the
newly appointed President of the International Parliamentary Union (IPU), who is a
former Disaster Risk Reduction Champion, to influence national legislations with safe
school priorities.
The Global Alliance for Disaster Risk Reduction and Resilience in the Education Sector
(GADRRRES) confirmed their commitment to the Worldwide Initiative for Safe
Schools and offered technical expertise to interested Governments around the three
pillars of comprehensive school safety. They also offered to support UNISDR in
drafting the Istanbul Roadmap and invited Governments to express interest to take
part in a Task Force on indicators they are setting up to elaborate on targets and
indicators for safe school and the Istanbul roadmap.

A few process-related proposals were also made during the discussions as follows:
• Building on Iran’s point that they would welcome an independent review of their
work on safe school, a proposal was made that each Host Country of future Safe
School leaders meeting could benefit from an informal peer-review of their work on
safe school on the first day of the meeting.
• In view of the wealth of expertise and country experiences shared on safe school
implementation, it was proposed that a publication compiling good practices in this
area e produced, exact timing to be further discussed.
• Scaling up the Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools will require funding. It is
essential that national funding be secured to ensure a sustainable domestic
implementation. International extra funding will also be required and will need to be
mobilized. Governments are encouraged to pursue their excellent cooperation with
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international partners to seek their continued support in safe school implementation
at the national level.
A proposal was made to consider the possibility to launch a Decade for Safe Schools
in support of the implementation of a post-2015 framework for disaster risk
reduction.

Agreed next steps and timeframe
Agreed actions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Governments are encouraged to promote safe school work
and the Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools during the
consultations with Member States on a post-2015 framework
for disaster risk reduction and the forthcoming second
session of the Preparatory Committee to the Third UN World
Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (17-18 November
2014, Geneva).
Governments to report back to their highest authority to
confirm their commitment to the Worldwide Initiative for
Safe School and the Istanbul Roadmap at the next Safe School
Leaders meeting (tentatively planned in January 2015)
Iran to confirm their hosting of the second meeting of Safe
School Leaders and propose exact dates to UNISDR, for
relevant information and coordination with the Safe School
Leaders group.
Draft Istanbul Roadmap to be developed by UNISDR in
coordination with interested Governments and GADRRRES,
for presentation and discussion at the second meeting of Safe
School Leaders
UNISDR to coordinate action with the Islamic Republic of Iran
and the Safe School Leaders regarding the preparations for
the second meeting of Safe School Leaders.
Safe School Leaders governments to recommend to UNISDR
new countries active in safe school work who should be
invited to the next meeting of Safe School Leaders
Safe School Leaders to share working level Focal Points’
contact details in their Ministries of Education and of Disaster
Risk Management with UNISDR for relevant follow-up actions.
Webpage to be developed on the World Conference website
where all documentation in relation to the First Meeting of
Safe School leaders will be posted (including Governments
presentation, meeting agenda, list of participants etc).

Action Owner

Proposed
timeframe

All Governments present
in Istanbul (and others to
be recommended to
UNISDR)

November 2014

All Governments present
in Istanbul

November –
December 2014

Iran

By mid-December
2014

UNISDR

By mid-December
2014

Iran - UNISDR

December 2015 –
Jan 2015

All Governments present
in Istanbul

By end of
December 2014

Interested Governments

By end of
November 2014

UNISDR

By mid-November
2014
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ANNEX 1

First Meeting of Safe Schools Leaders
List of Participants 31.10.2014
NO.

COUNTRY

NAME

SURNAME

E-MAIL

MOBILE

TITLE

1

ALGERIA

Nechab

Farid

nechab.farid@yahoo.fr

00213661682277

2

BRAZIL

Villaça Nunes

3

BRAZIL

5521992739642

BRAZIL
BRAZIL

Nascimento
Junior
Lopes
Nascimento

FIREVILSON@HOTMAIL.COM

4
5

Sub-Secretary for Community
protection SEMDEC
Advisor - Project Manager SEMDEC
Civil Protection Officer, SEMDEC

6

BRAZIL

Alves Da Silva

7

COSTA RICA

Fernandez

LUIZ.HENRIQUE.AS@HOTMAIL.
COM
sperezcne@gmail.com

8

CROATİA

Marcos
Rezende
Vilson Santos
Do
RosanE Rosa
Edmilson
Menezes
Luiz
Henrique
Sigifredo
Perez
Darko

Ministry of Interior, General
Directorate of Civil protection
Municipal Secretary of Education

Tot

Darko.Tot@mzos.hr

38519569002

9

CROATİA

Snjezana

Gernhardt

Snjezana.Gernhardt@mzos.hr

385915142394

10

HONDURAS

Lourdes

Aguilar

11

INDONESIA

Gogot

Suharwoto

+887886701662

12

INDONESIA

Didik

Suhardi

gogot.suharwoto@kemdikbud.g
o.id
didik.suhardi@kemdikbud.go.id

13

INDONESIA

Ahmad

Zufar

adzufar@yahoo.com

+6281510104004

14

IRAN

Ali

Shahri

A.shahri41@gmail.com

+989128893509

15

IRAN

Abdolreza
Sarvghad

Moghadam

moghadam@iiees.ac.ir

+989121471515
+982122833637

5521981344136
5521999257960
552138888802
+55(24)98151-1580
(506)8391-9627

+628118117027

Sub-Director, Department of
Disasters Study, SEMDEC
Directorate of Institutional Policy,
Ministry of Education
Head of Sector for Support of
Education System and EU Projects,
Directorate for Standard, Strategy
and Special Programs, Ministry of
Education, Science and Sports
Head of Service for Curriculum,
Schoolbooks and Standard, Sector for
Support of Education System and EU
Projects, Directorate for Standard,
Strategy and Special Programs,
Ministry of Education, Science and
Sports
Administrative Manager, Secretary of
Education
Ministry of Education and Culture
Director of Development for Junior
Secondary Education, Ministry of
Education and Culture
Program Adviser to Directorate of
Basic Education General to Ministry
of National Education of Republic of
Indonesia
Deputy of Technical Office and
Supervision of State Organization of
School Renovation, Development and
Mobilization of I.R.Iran
Associate Professor & Director of
Structural Engineering Research Center
of International Institute Of Earthquake
Engineering and Seismology (IIEES)
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16

ITALY

17

Agostino

Goretti

+3930204326130

KYRGYZSTAN Shaibek

Atambekov

18

LEBANON

Sonya

El Khoury

SKhoury@mehe.gov.Lb

+9960772795000
+9960312664725
009613884075

19

LEBANON

Hadi

Zalzali

Hzalzali@mehe.gov.Lb

9611772551
9613952682

20

MEXICO

Jose Luis
Lopez

Rodriguez

21

NEPAL

Roj

Nath Pandey

22
23

NEPAL
NEPAL

Narendra
Kamaleswor

Kayastha
Kumar Sinha

Kamleshworsinha@yahoo.com

9851142142

24

NIGERIA

Sani Sidi

Sidisani@yahoo.com

+2348033155664

25

NIGERIA

Shekarau

ishekarau55@yahoo.com

+2348099199111

26

NIGERIA

Mohammed

auwalmoh2004@yahoo.com

+2348078806930

27

NIGERIA

Alhaji
Muhammad
Mallam
Ibrahim
Abubakar
Auwal
Yau Sule

Sule

suleysule@yahoo.com

+2348037865251

28

NIGERIA

Ivie

94gold2004@yahoo.co.uk

+2348032862069

29

NIGERIA

Gold-Ideen
Rose
Garba

Abdulrashid

Agarba60@yahoo.com

08033494387

30

Ferdinand

ideliafd@hotmail.com

17845266767

31

SAINT
Idelia
VINCENT
AND
GRENADINES
TUNISIA
Habib El

Ouni

habibelouni@gmail.com

32

TUNISIA

Anis

Mabrouk

mabanis@hotmail.fr

+21698209137
+21650523417
+2165239421
+21670728644

33

TURKEY

H. Halil

Afşarata

34
35
36
37

TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY

BULUT
TARI
TÜRK
Elgin

38
39
40
41
42
43

TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY

Sinan
İbrahim
Şevki
Kazım
Gökhan
Levent
Yelda
Nazan
Necmi
Tezcan
Murat

Gerdan
Kırbay
Satı
Erçin
Uçan
Dumansızoğlu

44

TURKEY

Tuncer

Avcı

45

TURKEY

Belkıs

Önal

46

TURKEY

Ufuk

Koşan

47
48
49
50
51
52

TURKEY
TURKEY
TURKEY
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD

Kadir
Burcu
Ahmet
MURAT
DAMLA
SELÇUK

Sırmalı
Özen
Atik
YILMAZTÜRK
DOĞU
CEYHAN

sinan.bulut@afad.gov.tr
Ibrahimtari34@hotmail.tr
sevki.turk@afad.gov.tr
kelgin@ipkb.gov.tr

necmiercin@istanbulafad.gov.tr

05336273342
05325220209
05052181964
05323082300

05327159947

murat.dumansizoglu@afad.gov +902126000520
.tr
+905355763535
Tezcon.bucar@istanbulafad.gov.
tr
belkis.onal@istanbulafad.gov.tr 2126000685
05058032074
ufuk.kosan@istanbulafad.gov.tr 02126000644
05306023076

ahmetatik@afad.gov.tr

5306142571

Italian Presidency of the Council of
Ministers, National Civil Protection
Department
International Relations Unit
Director, Ministry of Education
Head Department for public secondary
schools, the head department for
counseling and guidance, and the
education in emergency coordinator
Deputy Head of basic education
department and member of the
committee of Education in Emergency.
Officer, Damage Management and
Assessment, National Institute of
Physical and Education in Emergency.
Deputy Director, National Center for
Educational Development Ministry of
Education
Section Officer, Ministry of Education
Joint Secretary Ministry of Education
(Currently working under the capacity
of Project Director, Food for Education)
Director General, National Emergency
Management Agency
Minister of Education
Principal Relief Officer National
Emergency Management Agency
Special Assistant to the Minister of
Education
Deputy Dirctor Secondary Education
Special Advisor to Minister of
Education
Disaster Management & Sustainable
Development

Director, Department of Infrastructure
and Equipment, Ministry of Education
Head of Department, Ministry of
Environment
Head of Strategy Development
Departmen (Corrdinator of Foreign
Relations)
Amasya AFAD Provincial Director
Bursa AFAD Provincial Director
Niğde AFAD Provincial Director
IPKB
IPKB
IPKB
Consultant of IPKB
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Department Manager
AFAD Özel Kalem Müdürü
AFAD Daire Başkan
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
TURKEY

BOZDAĞ
AKIN
DURSUN
BOSTANCI
YALÇIN
ÇALIŞKAN
BOLAT
Çılgın
Nadir
Çiğdem
Kurtulmus

TURKEY

BİROL
FATİH
ZEKAİ
ÖZGÜR
MUAMMER
NESLİHAN
İbrahim
Ozan
Haluk
Mehmet
Prof. Dr.
Numan
Dr. Fuat

makbule.yalin@afad.gov.tr

05324737742

ERBAY

G.erbay78@hotmail.com

05056163955

AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
AFAD
Deputy Prime Minister Government of
Turkish Republic
President of Disaster and Emergency
Management Authority
Director of Education Center of
Disaster and Emergency MAngement
Authority
Expert of Strategy Development
Department
Expert of Strategy Development
Department
Karabuk AFAD Provincial Director

64
65

TURKEY

Akin

ERDOGAN

66

TURKEY

Makbule

YALIN

67

TURKEY

Sezin

TUNA

68

TURKEY

Gazanfer

69

TURKEY

Fikret

Azili

fazili@ipkb.gov.tr

05329309999

IPKB

70

TURKEY

Yalcin

Kaya

ykaya@ipkb.gov.tr

05057202544

IPKB

71

TURKEY

Iskender

Uslu

IPKB

72

TURKEY

Gokay Atilla

Bostan

President Istanbul AFAD

73

TURKEY

Nazan

Sati

Consultant of IPKB

74

TURKEY

Can

Avci

AFAD Unity Manager

75

TURKEY

Vasip

Sahin

Governor of Istanbul

76

TURKEY

Zekai

Dursun

TBA

77
78

TURKEY

JOSE
IBRAHIM

MENDOZA
ISAH

79
80
81

TURKEY
TURKEY
UNISDR

ABDURASHIB GARBA
ROSE
IVIE
Margareta
Wahlström

wahlstromm@un.org

+41 229 178 725

82

UNISDR

Jerry

Velasquez

velasquezg@un.org

+41 229 178 901

83

UNISDR

Christel

Rose

rosec@un.org

+41 22 917 8355

84
85

UNISDR
UNESCO

Biljana
Alexandre

Markova
Makarigakis

markova@un.og
a.makarigakis@unesco.org

+3222902586
+33695905937

86

UNICEF

Asim

Rahman

arehman@unicef.org

+41798347401

87

UNICEF

Tatiana

Ten

tten@unicef.org

88
89

UNICEF
WORLD
BANK
SAVE THE
CHILDREN

Antonia
Elif

Mandry
Ayhan

amandry@unicef.org

+99655094586
+996772570764
+9005300160974

Marla

Petal

marla.petal@savethechildren.or
g.au

90

Oktay

Special Representative of the
Secretary-General for Disaster Risk
Reduction
Head, Communications and Advocacy
section, UNISDR Geneva
Disaster Risk Reduction and
Coordination Section, UNISDR Geneva
Programme Officer, UNISDR Brussels
Head, Section on Earth Sciences and
Geo-Hazards Risk Reduction, Natural
Sciences Sector, UNESCO Paris.
Regional Emergency/DRR Specialist,
UNICEF CEE/CIS Regional Office,
UNICEF Geneva
Emergency Specialist, UNICEF Kiev
Programme Officer
Senior Urban and Disaster Risk
Management Specialist
Special Adviser on Education, Save the
Children Australia
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ANNEX 3

WORLDWIDE INITIATIVE FOR SAFE SCHOOLS
The Roadmap from Istanbul to Sendai and beyond
(extract from the PPT presentation made on 31 October 2014, Istanbul)

Voluntary Commitments to the Worldwide Initiative for Safe Schools
•
•
•

National plans towards safe schools in respective countries
Advocacy to engage other countries
Assistance to other countries

Elements of the Roadmap
•
•
•
•
•

Global objectives and goals
Standard indicators
Continuous sharing of good practices
National targets based on respective situations
Cohesive support from development partners

Ways Forward
•
•
•
•

Name the roadmap – e.g. The “Istanbul Roadmap for the Worldwide Initiative for
Safe Schools”
Hosting the next meeting (January 2015)
Drafting the Worldwide Initiative Roadmap
Agenda and attendance for the launch of the Worldwide Initiative at the Third UN
World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction, 14-18 March 2015 in Sendai Japan
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